Aryan Nations-Racialist Dictionary Pt. 2

The following is a list of ethnic names that are or have
been used to refer to members of a given ethnicity, nationality, region, or religion throughout the world.
List includes unflattering anti-white names also.

Ladies From Hell, Mad
(Germany) a term for Scottish Soldiers - specifically the Black Watch/Royal Highland Regiment (last fought the Germans
wearing Kilts in WWI), later adopted by the Black Watch as a badge of pride
Langer
(Ireland) a person from County Cork, Ireland, and sometimes more widely used to describe people from the province of
Munster; derives from the langur, a type of monkey encountered by the Munster Fusiliers during their British Army service
in India in the late nineteenth century.
Lao Wai
(China and Taiwan) Derogatory for white foreigners.
Lapp
(Sweden) a Sami. Derogatory Swedish for "patch"; the Samis wearing clothes which in the eyes of the Swedish colonist
looked like patchwork. In Sweden normally used without derogatory meaning but often taken as derogatory.
Latke or Latka
(U.S.) an eastern European immigrant - from the television program "Taxi" (also a potato pancake)
Lawn jockey
(U.S.) a Nigger - based on the antiquated practice of using hitching posts that resembled black jockeys
Leb/Lebo
(AUS) Lebanese. Considered highly offensive to the point of being a 'fighting word'.
Leech
A Jew.
Leek Eater
(UK Commonwealth) a Welsh person - leeks are national symbols of Wales
Left footer
(Northern Ireland) Catholic
Leprechaun
(U.S., Britain) Irish
Leroy
(U.S., U.K.) A black man, used as a generalisation (representing anapocryphal belief that Leroy (aka Le Roy) is a popular
name in the black community)

Levee Rat
(U.S.) degrading term projected to Cajun People and people of the swamp
Lewinsky
(U.S.) promiscuous Jewish woman - usually overweight and/or unattractive (also a term for Blow Job)
Light-Skinned
(U.S. Blacks) term of ridicule for African Americans with lighter skin
Limey
(International) an Englishman; Englist sailors were rationed with lime juice to prevent scurvy
Little brown fuck machine (usually abbreviated to LBFM)
(English Language Internet) a Filipina, Thai, or Singaporean woman
Litvok
(U.S.) a derogatory term for Lithuanians
Long Nose
(China) a person of European descent See Da Bi Zi
Loogan or Lugan
(U.S.) a person of Lithuanian descent
Lumbee
(North & South Carolina) term for persons of mixed Native American, Black & European ancestry.
Luo bo tou
(gook) a Japanese person - literally means "carrot head", derived from the fact that the Japanese like to have pickled
carrots as sidedishes in a meal.
Lysol
(CAN) a Native Canadian. Named due to Native Canadians' perceived chemical dependence about household cleaners.
Macaque
(Belgium & France) a Negro; derived from macaque monkeys
Macaquito
(Argentina) a Brazilian; derived from the Portuguese word macaco (monkey)
Mackerel snapper
(Protestant North American) a Roman Catholic (reference to fish on Fridays)
Maco, Maconie
(U.S) a Macedonian person (can also be spelled "Mako")
Madinga
(Trinidad and Tobago) a term for Indo-Trinidadians of the Muslim faith; derived from Mandinka, after a small group Muslim
Mandingos who settled in Trinidad in the 19th century.
Madrasi
(India) any South Indian person, also used in Trinidad and Tobago for any dark-skinned Indo-Trinidadian.
Mafioso
(North Italy) used against people that live in the three South Italy Regions where there are Mafias: Sicily, Calabria and
Campania.

Makak
(Belgium & the Netherlands) a Moroccan; derived from macaque
Maketo
(Basque Country) a Spaniard
Makhla
(East Indians & Pakistanis in U.S.) a person of Mexican origin
Malakas (global, mainly Europe and USA) A person of Greek origin, when used by non-Greeks vs. Greeks. It is not
necessarily derogatory. Malakas literally means "one who masturbates".
Mallate
(Mexico) a Nigger. Named after a small annoying insect.
Malteeser
(UK) someone from Malta. Also a small chocolate covered spherical sweetie.
Mama
(Singapore) a racial term for an Indian.
Mamasan
(US & UK Commonwealth) term for an gook/chink woman over approximately 35 years of age; term is considered
offensive because it is also used as a term for the madam of a brothel
Mammy or Mammy Woman
(U.S.) an unflattering term for a mature black woman - usually subservient (term popularized by Al Jolson in song and
film), a pop culture example is Hattie McDaniel's character in Gone With The Wind for which she won the Academy
Award
Mandingo
(U.S.) Antebellum term for a large strong black slave, presumed etymology is the ancient Mandingo tribe of Africa
Mangal
(Balkans) a Roma person
Mangia Cake
(Canadians of Italian descent) a person of northern European descent
Manne
(Finland) a derogatory word for the Roma people, also used as a verb, "Mannettaa", to steal..
Mara
(Mexico & El Salvador) originally a Salvadorian term used to describe a street gang, in Mexico it is used to describe any
person from central america associated with street gangs
Maria
(Mexico) a native American woman
Mario
(U.S.) Italian person. (also "Luigi" is used)from nintendo game.
Marocchino
(North Italy) refer to all North African pople.
Marrano
(Spain) a Jewish convert to Christianity, usually for social and not spiritual reasons; derives from the Inquisition; today,
can be used to describe a Jew who marries a Catholic. Can also be called a Converso. (It is also a Latin American

Spanish slang synonym for "pig.")
Mashed Potatoes
Awhite faggot who is exclusively attracted to whites
Masshole
(New England U.S.) a person from Massachusetts, particularly when driving.
Master Race
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) A term for a German or the German people.
Matchstick
(European) Term for Jews - based on the disease and starvation they faced at the end of WW2.
Mat Salleh
(Malaysia & Singapore) a white person; derived from mad sailor.
Matzo Baller
(U.S.) a non-Jewish person who prefers Jews as sexual partners. (compare with jungle fever, yellow fever)
Mau-Mau
(U.S./UK) a black activist or Nigger.
Mavro
(Greece) A Nigger
M.A.W.P
(U.S. Blacks) Murder All White People,
Used to indicate their hatred of white people.
Mayate
(U.S. Hispanics) a derogatory Spanish word for African
Americans
Med-Wop
(U.S.) any Mediterranean Person not from Italy(Greece, North Africa, Spain, Portugal and Malta.
Meeskite or Meeshkite
(North America) an unattractive Jewish woman - a Yiddish term (for example, Barbra Streisand refers to herself as a
Brooklyn Meeshkite)
Meneer
(Indonesian) Dutch people.
Merkin
(British) An American, derived from an obscure term for artificial pubic hair.
Mexicans
(Sydney AUS) a term used for people arriving from Victoria, which is south of the Murray River (analogous to the Rio
Grande). A humorous term not intended to be offensive, but sometimes taken that way. Also a Queensland term referring
to those from New South Wales.
Mexican't
(U.S.) an unemployed or low-paid spic, commonly illegal workers
MexiJew
(U.S.) a person of mixed Jewish and Hispanic heritage, or a person of Hispanic ethnicity/national origin and practicing

Judaism. Also known as HeebSpanic.
Mississippi Wind Chime
(U.S.) a term used to describe niggers. Wind Chimes are hung by a rope and nigger criminals were lynched in
Mississippi.
Mick, Mickey, Mickey Finn
(Britain, Commonwealth & U.S.) a person of Irish descent, especially an Irish Catholic. From the common Irish
abbreviation of the name "Michael".
Million Dollar Nigger
(Midwestern U.S.) a professional athlete (the term was popularized by the Marge Schott former owner of the Cincinnati
Reds baseball team)
MIT
(U.S. gook) Made In Taiwan; refers to immigrants born in the Republic of China. Contrast with ABC.
Mingita
(U.K.) Lesbian Indian/Muslim young woman, used offensively.
Mink
(U.S.) Mexican gook person (Mexican chINK).
Mleccha
(India) a derogatory term for foreigners or people who do not conform to Hindu beliefs/practices (word is originally from
Sanskrit meaning "non-aryan" or "barbarian")
Mo' or Moe
(U.S.) a Muslim - contraction of Mohammed (not to be confused with 'Mo - a contraction of Homo/Homosexual)
Mohammedan
(UK Commonwealth) a Muslim. Considered impolite and offensive because it would seem to imply that Muslims
worship Mohammed.
Mojado
(Western U.S.) used primarily by spics. "Mojado" is the Spanish word for wet, and is used equivalent to the term
"wetback". Illegal immigrants sometimes had to swim
across the rio grande to enter the U.S.
Molly Mormon
(Western U.S.) an unflattering term for the stereotypically bubbly and submissive LDS homemaker housewife in pioneerstock LDS culture in the western U.S.
Mollywog or Molly Wog
(UK & CAN) a dark skinned or negro female
Monday
(New Jersey) slang for a negro or person of African origin, in referrence to most people not liking the first day of the week,
which is Monday.
Money Lender
(Europe & North America) a term for Jews
Mongrel
a person of mixed race
Mongoloid

(North America & UK) A term for gook/chinks.
Mookie or Mook
(U.S.) a fool of African descent, used in Spike Lee's film "Do the Right Thing" (1989), previously used to refer to Italians in
the Martin Scorsese film "Mean Streets" (1973), unofficially attributed to many gangster movies of the 1930's referring to
Italians and Irishmen. Official definition is "An insignificant or contemptible person."
Moolie
(U.S.) a Nigger; used primarily by Italian-Americans. "Moolie" is short for mulignane, which means eggplant in the
Neapolitan dialect.
Moon Cricket
(U.S.-Maryland) a Nigger
Moor
(International) Outdated term for a Muslim, especially one from North Africa
Moose
(Japan & U.S. Military) derogatory term for Korean women sex slaves - from Japanese for "servant girl"
Moro, moraco
(Spain) a Moor, but see Moro.
Motisa
(U.S. South) a black waiter or busboy - derived from "mo tea suh?"
Mountain Nigger
(U.S.) a person from Montenegro.
Mrs. Simpson
(Egypt, 1930s & 40s), an English woman (after the Duchess of Windsor). Intended to be highly insulting when shouted at
English women in the street.
Mudbone
(U.S.) an elderly black man (from Richard Pryor's character of the same name)
Mud Person
(U.S. white racialists) any subhuman non-white person (usually seen in the plural form as mud people)
Mudslide
(US White Racialists) Refers to the invasion of the US by subhuman spic filth.

Mudslime
(U.S.) an offensive term used to refer to a Muslim person. (A combination of mud, slime, and Muslim put together).
Mugabe
(UK) Short Nigger who hstes against other races, particularly Indians. Refers to Robert Mugabe's use of mud people.
Mulatto
(International) a half black/half white person - based on the Portuguese word for "Mule" (the term Tragic Mulatto was
frequently used in literature of the late 19th and early 20th centuries)
Mulignane
(Italy, U.S.) meaning eggplant, a Nigger. "Moolie" for short.
Mule

(U.S.) a mixed race person - esp. black/white - after the hybrid of a horse & donkey
Munt
(South Africa) a Nigger from muntu, the singular of Bantu
Muselmann
Mutt
(North America) a multiracial person
Muzzo
(Australia) a Muslim.

Naco
(Mexico) a poor spic or family that dresses strange and works in low-wage jobs and have less etiquette
Nam'er
(North America) a person of Vietnamese/gook descent
Nanman
(China) "southern barbarian". Used historically to refer to ethnic groups south of China, or by regimes in North China to
refer to South gook. Use isn't really common nowadays.
Narrowback
(U.S.) a first generation Irish-American.
Ngook/chink
(U.S.) A mixed person of Oriental and African origin.
Natasha
(India) an Uzbek prostitute working illegally in Mumbai. Turkey, Russian prostitute.
Natascha
(North America) a Russian woman (from Boris & Natascha of the Bullwinkle cartoon).
Natives
(North America & UK) unruly blacks - as in "the natives are restless tonight" refers to tribal Africans.
Nazi
(North America, Europe, etc.) a German person or extremely strict authoritarian.
Neger
(German speaking countries) German equivalent of "negro", considered offensive because of its use during the era of
Imperialism.
Negrito
(AUS) A person of Aborigine descent
Negro
(North America) a Nigger.
Neguinho
(Brazilian) a Nigger.
Neph
(U.S.) Referring to "Nephew", an urban slur for a young black man.

Newf
(CAN) a person from Newfoundland
Newfie
(CAN) a person from Newfoundland, can be used as a term of pride
New York Liberal
(U.S.) A Jew, based on their high concentration in New York City and historic support for liberalism and the Democratic
Party.
NFN
(UK) Normal for Norfolk, implying learning difficulties due to inbreeding in isolated fen communities.
Nickel nose
Nig
(UK) a Nigger (short for nigger)
Nigger
(U.S., UK, Germany) a Nigger. Can also generally be used towards anyone with brown or darker skin. From the word
negro which means black in numerous languages. The terms "Nigga" and "Niggaz" (plural) are frequently used by
American niggers as a friendly term.
Nigger Heaven
(U.S.) a term for a theater balcony. During Jim Crow years, the balconies were reserved for African Americans, while the
white audience sat below. One term for the
balcony, therefore, was "nigger heaven."
Nigger lover
(U.S.) a term for whites who work toward the interests of blacks, and/or fuck niggers.
Nigger rich
(U.S.) A person of any race that spends money on flashy clothes and/or cars, but not on necessities.
Nigger-rigged
(North America) : a term for something that is built or repaired in a shoddy unprofessional manner. The term is based on
the old term "Jerry rigged" to refer to expedient work by the Germans in WWII. "Afro-Engineered" is sometimes used as a
euphemism for "nigger-rigged".
Nigger Stool/Nigger Shit
(U.S.) refers to a black infant, usually a newborn.
Night fighter
(U.S.) a Nigger
Niglet
(U.S.) Combination of Nigger and Piglet which refers to a small black child.
Nig-nog
(UK) a Nigger (adapted from niknok, see below)
Niknok
(Netherlands) a Dutch word equivalent to nigger
Nine-iron
(U.S.) an gook/chink person (reputedly from the angle made by the eyes having the same as that of a 9-iron in a golf bag)
Ninja

(U.S.) a Muslim woman (like a Ninja because clad in black with only eyes showing). But also see Ninja.
Ninny
(U.S.) a Nigger (short for pickaninny)
Nip
(U.S.) someone of Japanese descent (from Nippon, an Anglicization of the Japanese name for Japan)
Nish
(CAN) an Aboriginal Canadian (from Anishinabe, the Ojibwa word for "Ojibwa")
Nordstrom Rack
(U.S. midwestern blacks) White women with breast implants (fake breasts).

Oaxaquilla
(Pronounced oajakija) (Mexico) originally a term describing someone from the Mexican state of Oaxaca has become a
term describing any person of native descent who is dark complected and speaks a native language
Occupation Forces
(Ireland) contemptuous term for the British army
Octoroon
(19th century US & Europe) a person of 1/8
(12.5%)black ancestry (also octoon)
Ofay
(African Americans in Eastern U.S.(through early 1970s)) a white person (pig Latin for 'foe' or enemy)
Okie
(1930s California) an uprooted or evicted farmer fleeing to California to find a better life. It was a derisive term,
immortalized in the historical fiction novel The Grapes of Wrath. Short for "Oklahoman".
Ölauge
(Germany) any Arab, North African, Middle Easterner, South gook/chink etc. Literally 'oil(y)-eyes'.
One of the Good Ones
(U.S.) term for members of a race/ethnicity that the speaker doesn't find objectionable.
Opie Cunningham
or "Opie" (U.S. blacks) a white person (coined by Eddie Murphy to describe Ron Howard in reference to the character he
played on The Andy Griffith Show)
The Oppressor
(U.S. blacks) the white man
Oreo or Oreo Cookie
(U.S.) A Nigger who "acts white"; black on the outside & white on the inside.
Oriental
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) Agook/chink, considered offensive by many gook/chinks.
Osama
(U.S.) any Arab, turban-wearer, Muslim, Middle Easterner, Sand nigger or person of complexion similar to Middle
Easterners.

Outsider
(Alaska) a person from the lower 48.
Oven dodger
(AUS) a Jewish person

Paddy or Patty
(UK & U.S.) an Irish person.
Pakeha
(Maori) a New Zealander of European descent (not necessarily widely-regarded as offensive)
Paki
(UK & Commonwealth) a Pakistani or other South gook/chink (regarded as offensive when spoken by non-Pakistanis or
non-Indians, though not normally regarded as offensive in Australia and Canada)
Paleface
(U.S.) An Injun term for the Whiteman.
Panface
(U.S.) an gook/chink.
Palongi
(Tonga) a White person (short for Papalongi).
Pancake Face
(Canada) an gook/chink person due to the fact that their faces are flat and a similar colour to pancakes.
Papasan
(US & UK Commonwealth) term for an gook/chink man over approximately 40 years of age; also used as a term for a
pimp or master of a brothel.
Pape
(Protestants) same as "Papist" but rather more offensive.
Papist
Ulster and Scotland - (Protestants) a Roman Catholic person - usually Irish Catholic
Paraíba
(Brazil) a person from the Northeastern region of Brazil. (Obs: Paraíba is the name of a Northeastern Brazilian state)
Pariah
(Malaysia and Singapore) a Hindu person (Pariah is the lowest caste in Indian culture)
Patel
(U.S.) An Indian, and particularly one who owns or manages a hotel or motel (Patel is a very common surname in the
Indian state of Gujarat, located in the west-central part of the country, many dot heads own and operate motels in the
U.S.)
Payo
(Spain) a non-Gypsy
Pea soup
(CAN) a Quebecer (or "French-Canadian"). From French Pea Soup

Peckerwood
(U.S.) a white person, especially Southern whites
Pedigreed
(U.S.) racially & ethnically pure WASP
Pedro
(UK) a Spaniard / (U.S.) a Mexican
Pepé Le Pew
(U.S.) a Frenchman - based on the reputation of poor hygiene and the famous French skunk
Pepsi or pepper
(Anglophone Canadian) a Quebecer (or "French-Canadian") As used in Quebec, it means that the intended recipient is,
like a pepsi bottle, "empty from the neck up."
Perker
(Denmark) anyone of Arabic descent and often also anyone of Muslim descent regardless of origin.
Perp
(U.S.) a Nigger - short for perpetrator (criminal suspect)
Pickaninny, pickaninnie
(UK & U.S.)A negro child or niglette.
Pilgrim
(U.S. East Coast Blacks (currently in use) a white person.

Pikey
(Britain) gypsy, but may also describe lower class
Piney
(U.S. (New Jersey)) a poor white person living in the sandy, coastal pine forests known as the New Jersey Pine Barrens.
Usually living in substandard housing or trailers in areas often hit by forest fires.
Ping-Pong
(U.S. & UK) a racial term for a gook (due to their prominence in table tennis)
Pivete
(Brazilian) a poor child who lives in the street, usually black, but can be applied to any poor child, specially those who are
involved with stealing, robbing and drugs.
Pizza Man
(North America) an Italian or person of Italian descent - from TV drama Hill Street Blues
Plastic Paddy
(Ireland and England) an Irish person born and raised in England and culturally more Irish than the home-grown variety
but still with an English accent (pun on the brandname of car bodywork filler "Plastic Padding")
playing the white man
(U.S. Blacks) other blacks that conform with the norms of white society - or a black that takes a superior attitude to other
blacks.
Pocho
(Southwest U.S., Mexico) term for a person of spic heritage who is partially or fully assimilated into American culture
(literally, "unripe") (also see "Chicano") :

Pogy
(U.S. Navy) A young Filipino woman. Candy is referred to as "Pogy bait".
Polack or Polock
(U.S., Germany) a person of Polish descent. Ironically, the word for "Pole" in the Polish language is "Polak". In Germany,
the first version is used exclusively.
Polaco
(Spain) a Catalan (literally "pole")
Polar Bear
(U.S. Blacks) a big, fat, white person
Polentone
(Southern Italy) comes from the word Polenta (a typical dish of the north of Italy) and roughly translates to "polenta eater",
used for Northern Italians, is the symmetrical term of "terrone" though less strong.
Polly
(Western U.S.) A Polynesian, especially those from Samoa or Tonga.
Pom, Pohm, Pommy
(AUS/NZ/SA) a British (usually English) person. Some claim it derives from "Prisoner of Her Majesty", but it probably
derives from "immigrant, jimmygrant, pommygrant". It is often used irreverantly and is not usually considered offensive.
Many such migrants to Australia call themselves "ten pound poms", because they paid ten pounds for their passage to
Australia in the 1950s. Often combined with an adjective, particularly whingeing pom, a reference to migrants who
complained about their adopted country.
Ponch
(U.S.) a spic trying to act white - derived from the Eric Estrada character from CHIPS / or simply a slur against a spic
police officer.
Pongo
(UK) Nigger. Also used in military circles to refer to a member of the Army
Pootootie
(THAILAND) a coloured person, usually a small child or newborn baby
Popolo
(Hawaii) a Nigger
Porch Honky
(U.S.) lazy white person
Porch Monkey
(U.S.) a lazy Nigger
Pork and Cheese
(U.S.) a heavyset Portuguese person. When spoken fast, it sounds like "Portuguese."
Pork Chop
(North America) a Portuguese person
Potato
(CAN) a Nigger who "acts" like a white (brown on the outside, white on the inside).
Potato Chugger

(North America) a Slav (usually Polish or Russian) derived from the practice of distilling potatoes into liquor
Potato Eater
(England& North America) an Irish person or a person of Irish descent
Potato Queen
(North America) a gay gook/chink who is primarily or exclusively attracted to Whites.
Powerpoint
(AUS) An gook/chink woman due to features resembling an Australian powerpoint.
Prairie Nigger
(U.S. and CAN as of late) a Native American or Native Canadian (Indian).
Pretindian
(U.S.) Used primarily to describe a white American of limited (or nonexistent) Native American ancestory that claims to be
racially, and culturally American Injun.
Previously Owned American
(U.S.) Niggers of slave descent.
Priest Fucker
(South Australia) Insult used by a minority of Urrbrae Agricultural High School students to insult students from religious
schools
Prod, Proddy
(Scotland/Ireland/Liverpool) a Protestant
Proddy, Proddy dog
(AUS Catholics (particularly school kids)) term for Protestants, particularly rival kids from Protestant schools.
Psy
(Poland) offensive for "police" (meaning dogs); earlier not universally recognised in all regions of Poland, popularised by
the movie Psy
Punjab / Punjabi
(U.S.) - Referring to people of Punjabi descent. Punjab is a province in north India. 'Bhangra' is the song and dance of
Punjab
Punk
(U.S.) - A Black gay male. usually urban.
Push Start
(U.S.) someone of South gook/chink descent (from the Hindu practice of wearing bindis)
Puraw
(Filipino) - A White person.(white)

Quaker
(U.S.) Usually a harsh term for people residing in the Mid-west and Eastern United States as farmers. Derived from a
religious sect founded by George Fox, of Leicestershire, England, about 1650
Quadroon
(19th-century Europe & U.S.) a person of 1/4 Black ancestry.

Queue Jumper
illegal migrant. The term is used as they are perceived to be "jumping the queue" ahead of legitimate migrants, who often
wait years before being allowed entrance into Australia. Sometimes applied to persons seeking asylum.
Quickie Mart
(U.S.) a convenience store operated by a person from Southwest Asia or India (from The Simpsons - see Apu, also see
"Sand Nigger" and "Diaper Head")
Quintroon
(19th-century Europe & U.S.) a person of 1/16 Black ancestry.

Rabbit
(U.S.) a Nigger, said to have rabbit blood because of perception of high reproductive rates (see Jungle Bunny)
Race Traitor
A term used by racialists: (of any race) those who work
against their own race's interests, or fuck members of
other "races".
Raghead
(U.S.) someone of Middle Eastern descent
(UK) a Sikh, or any South gook/chink
Raisinette
(U.S.) a child born of a black-white, mixed race relationship. Also a small black Child.
Raisin Head
(Arabs) a Nigger/person of subsaharan African origin/descent - attributed to Mohammed
(U.S.) a Nigger.
Rasta
(International) A native Caribbean Nigger; more accurately,
a pot smoking Rastafarian.
Rat Eater
(Jewish Americans) a person considered unclean by Jews - see "Ratten Fresser".
Raton
(France) a North African Muslim.
Ratten Fresser
(Jews) yiddish/low german term for persons considered unclean by Jews (ie. a Gypsy)
Ravo
(AUS; Launceston, Tasmania) a bogan from the suburb of Ravenswood.
Red Bone
(U.S.) Nigger with light skin, similar to "High Yellow"
Red Indian
(UK ) British term to differentiate American Indians from East Indians.
Redneck

(U.S.) a rural white person. In reference to the sunburned neck of a white person from the south.
Red Sea Pedestrian
A Kike (inspired by Exodus)
Redskin
(North America) a Native American
Reffo
(AUS) a refugeee
Rhineland Bastard
(Nazi Germany) children of mixed African and German parentage.
Ricardo, Ricky & Ricky Ricardo
(North America) a illegal Cuban alien - after the TV character played by Desi Arnaz
Ricain
(France) an American
Rican
(U.S.) a Puerto Rican
Rice
(U.S.) An gook/chink
Rice King/Queen
(U.S.) a white person who dates gook/chinks. (U.K.) Rice Queen is a Gay man with a liking for young Oriental men
Rice Nigger
(U.S.) An gook and nigger mixed race person.
Rice Picker
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) a Filipino, Viet, Cambodian, or any other south-east gook/chink.
Ritz Cracker
(U.S.) a rich chink/gook.
Roast Beef or rosbif
(France) a British person
Rock Ape
(UK/AUS) a Nigger (although it can also have non-ethnic meanings, such as a member of the RAF Regiment)
Rockchopper
(AUS) a Roman Catholic from the alleged association between Catholics and Irish convicts set to hard labour at breaking
rocks
Rock Spider
(Anglophone South Africans) an Afrikaner (although in Australia, rock spider means child molester)
Rooinek
(Afrikaners) an English speaking South African. Literally Afrikaans for "red neck", from the British Colonial soldiers, who
sunburned easily. See Redneck
Rootless cosmopolitan
a Jew

Round Eye
(gook/chinks) a white person.
Round Hair
(U.S.) a Nigger
Rug Pilot
(U.S.) a person of Middle Eastern descent
Russki
(U.S.) a Russian national. I
Ryssä
(Finland) a derogatory word for a Russian national. Also used as a verb, "ryssiä", to foul up

Salvi
(U.S.) A Salvadoran born or raised in the United States.
Sambo
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) a Nigger
Sand Monkey
(U.S.) someone of Middle Eastern descent
Sand Nazi
(Israel) someone of Middle Eastern descent
Sand Nigger
(U.S.) Arabs.
Sandpeople
(U.S.) from Star Wars, Arabs.
Sandgroper
(AUS) a Western Australian of any ethnicity
Sandy
(U.S.) a contemporary abbreviated euphemism for "Sand Nigger"
Sangokujin
(Japan) someone of Japan's former colonies (Korea, China, Taiwan) literally: "person of the three countries"
Sapphire
(U.S.) an attractive black woman - from the Amos & Andy shows
Sassenach
(Scotland and Ireland) contemptuous term for the English or an Englishman.
Sauprei
(southern Bavaria) any German from north of the Main river. Literally "Prussian pig".
Scanger
(Britain& Ireland) A derogatory term in Ireland for natives of Dublin. Also used in other Irish and British cities; also used to

describe a certain form of youth subculture; a scally in Liverpool, a spide in Belfast, a chav in London, or white trash in
the United States.
Scarecrow
(U.S.) a Nigger who skis.
Schlitzauge
(Germany) East gook/chink; German equivalent to "slant"
Schwarzer
(German speaking countries & North America, especially among U.S. Jews) pronounced "schvar-tzer" - A Nigger. Not
always considered a slur in German speaking countries.
Schwoogie
(U.S. Northeast, esp. New York) a Nigger
Sconer
(Ireland/south dublin) insult for northsiders / wannabe scumbags coming from the pharse mad scone used by wannabe
scumbags
Scotch
(British Commonwealth & U.S.) a derisive term for Scots (similar to Oriental vs gook/chink - Scotch is whisky vs Scots are
people); it was once the official and generally accepted term, however
Scumbag/Scummer
(Ireland) an derogatory term in dublin for northsiders, similar to scanger
Scuro
(Italo-Canadians) a Nigger ("scuro" is Italian for "dark")
Sea Kaffir
(South African Whites) person of Portuguese descent
Sep(po)/Septic
(AUS/UK) an American (from septic tank, rhyming slang for yank.) Originated from WW2 (U.S. soldiers became known
for 'being full of shit' or untruthful); A septic tank is used in rural Australia for storage and decomposition of human waste
Serv
(English-speaking world) Serb (based on similarity of the word with servant)
Shaggy
(U.S. Jews) a young non-Jewish man - see Shegetz (also a pun based on Scooby Doo's human friend)
Shaytan-e-Bozorg
(Iran) An American from the U.S.A. meaning Great Devil.
Sheygetz or Shaygetz
(Jews) a young non-Jewish man
Sheenie
(North America) A Jew. A popular slur during the 1950s.
Sheepfucker, Sheepscrewer, Sheepshagger and other variations on this theme
England, a Welshman; Australia, a New Zealander; USA, a Scot, etc.; Scotland, someone from outside the urban central
belt (also given the large population of sheep in the aforementioned countries)
Shiksa

(Jews) used as a disparaging term for a non-Jewish girl or woman
Shina
(Japan) a Japanese term for "China" that most gook people find deeply offensive, while some Japanese people disagree
Shine
(U.S., esp. Rhode Island) Nigger
Shiptar
(Serbia) Albanian. The word comes from Albanian language shqiptar which means "Albanian". Nonetheless, some
Albanians claim that it is insulting to them and prefer to be called Albanac (an Albanian); others prefer the opposite. Some
Serbian nationalists insist on using this term to distinguish Serbian Albanians from Albanian Albanians, yet others insist
on using Albanac to stress Albanian immigration from Albania.
Shit-Kicker
(U.S.) a white person from the southwest or lower midwest (example: Missouri & Oklahoma)
Shit-Skin
(U.S.) Nigger
Shonk, Shonker
(UK) a Jew (said to be from Yiddish shoniker, meaning "shopkeeper")
Shylock
(U.S. & UK Commonwealth) a Jew. From the Jewish character in Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice
Shyster
or Scheister (UK Commonwealth & U.S.) a Jew, but more frequently used in reference to lawyers, regardless of their
ethnic origin. Implies questionable ethics and general untrustworthiness. May be derived from "shylock" (above), but
more likely from the German and Yiddish word scheisster, literally "shitter"
Sickle Cell
(U.S.) a Nigger, used in the movie Full Metal Jacket. An allusion to the higher incidence of sickle cell anaemia in black
populations.
Sid
(NYC & locality) term for a Hassidic Jew
Silverback
(U.S.) a large physically imposing black man - sometimes middle-aged (after the term for a mature male gorilla)
Sistah Souljah
(U.S.) a militant black female (sister soldier) - originally used exclusively by blacks, then appropriated by whites as a slur
Sister
(North America) a black female - originally used exclusively by blacks, then appropriated by whites. (see Brother above)
Skid,
Front-wheel (UK) A jew. From rhyming-slang.
Skids
(Upper Midwestern U.S.) derogatory term for black people (term derived from the common Scandinavian words for "shit",
ie. skidur, skita, etc.)
Skinny
(U.S.) First (?) used in Starship Troopers for an alien race. Used by U.S. and other western militaries for Africans,
especially

Somalis.
(AUS) a white Australian of European descent - from the TV show Skippy the Bush Kangaroo. Among ethnic youth, "skip"
is the opposite of "wog".
Skippy
(U.S. Blacks) a black male who doesn't behave "black" enough (see Carlton)
Skunk
(U.S.) someone of Middle Eastern descent. Possibly in referance to lingering odors of pungent spices and incenses used
in foods and homes, or the habit of applying pungent Patchouli oil rather than daily bathing.
Slant-Eye, Slit-Eye also Slant
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) a person of gook/chink descent
Slant-Slash
(North America) an gook/chink woman
Slapface or Slaphead
(North America) an gook/chink
Slapped A Yarmulke
(U.S.) a person with Jewish facial features, from "slapped with a yarmulke" at birth.
Slave
(U.S.) Term for a Nigger
Slave Race
(Translation from German) the term used by "Aryans" for Slavs. Slavs became slaves around the beginning of the ninth
century when the Holy Roman Empire tried to stabilize a German-Slav frontier.
Slob
(North America) Russian, ie. person of Slavic heritage
Slope also Slope Head
(U.S. & Aus) a person of gook/chink descent
Slot Machine
(U.S.) a Jew - Refers to being cheap
SLUF
(U.S. Military) an gook/chink male - for "short little ugly fucker"
Sloppy
(Gibraltar) Spaniard
Smoked Irish
(U.S.) 19th century term for Blacks (intended to insult both Blacks and Irish)
Sniggers Bar
(U.S.) a black man - Derived from a MAD TV sketch parodying the Snickers candy bar.
Snip-Tip
(U.S.) a Jew - Refers to circumcision.
Snowbird also Snowback
(U.S. South) a Canadian or Yankee refugee who flees his/her Motherland to vacation in the warm climate of the Southern

U.S. (From the song by Canadian singer Anne Murray)
Snow Flake
(U.S. blacks) a white person
Snowman
(U.S. blacks) white person
Snow Mexican
(U.S.) An eskimo, from a stand-up comedy routine by Dave Attell
Snow Monkey
(U.S.) A person of Scandinavian decent
Snow Nigger
(U.S.) A person of Canadian descent
Snozzo
(U.S.) A person of Jewish descent
(referring to an oversized nose)
Soap
(Sub-Saharan Black Africans) unflattering term for caucgook/chinks
Sons of Abraham
(International) Can be used as a nomenclature for adherents of Christianity, Judaism or Islam; usually to describe the
Jews
Sons of Heaven
(AUS) 19th century, gook
Soul Brother
(North America) a black male
Soul Sister
(North America) a black female
Soutpiel
(South Africa) literally "salt dick" English-speaking South African with divided loyalties one foot in South Africa, one in
England and his penis in the ocean
Soviet or Serviette
(UK) a person from Russia. Also a table napkin in U.K.
Space Ghost
(U.S. gook/chinks) A white person perceived to have limited mental capacity. From a superhero character.
Spade
(UK and North America) a Nigger - from the black spades on playing cards
Spaghetti or Spaghettifresser
(Germany) Italian
Spaghetti-Bender
(North America) Italian
Spam Eater

(U.S.) term for Hawaiians, Samoans, and other Pacific Islanders known for their consumption of the meat product
Spear-Chucker
(North America) A Nigger. Derived from the hunting style of African natives. (Also a black doctor on M*A*S*H)
Spic or Spick
(U.S.) a person of Hispanic descent - May have derived as a shortened term for the word "hispanic".
Spigger
(U.S.) a Hispanic person who acts like a Nigger.
Spigot
(U.S.) a Hispanic bigot.
Spota
(U.S.) A person of African decent, derives from "Ain't spota be here", which is a clear reference to nigbonics.
Spook
(U.S. whites) a Nigger
Sprout
(U.S., U.K) a Beligian national - from Brussels sprouts
Spudfucker, Spudlover, Spud-Eater, etc.
Spyski
(U.S.) a person defected from Soviet Russia
Squarehead
(U.S. upper midwest) A German or a Norwegian; (Canada) Among French speakers, an English-Canadian ("tête carré")
Stamford Hill cowboy : (U.K.) A Hasidic Jew ; Stamford Hill, London is known for its large Hasidic population.
Stani
(North America) a person from central asia with the country's name ending in "Stan" (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, etc.)
Statale
(North Italy) the word is a disparaging term to describe southern Italians that work in Italian State offices and companies.
A large part of State employees are southern Italians, even in the Northern Regions.
Stinker
(Sub-Saharan Black Africans) term for gook/chinks - based on the perceived unpleasant smell of European toiletries
Subhuman & Sub-Human
(translation from German: "Untermensch") Nazi term for Jews, Gypsies, Slavs, Negroes and other non-Aryans.
Sudaca
(Spain) a Latin American, a play on sudamericano and sudar
Suicide Bomber
(U.S.) a Muslim Person
Surrender Monkey
(U.S. & UK Commonwealth) a French person. Often linked with the consumption of cheese.
Sushi
(North America) an gook/chink female. Also a term for the vagina, because Sushi is made from raw fish.

Sushi-Dick
(North America) an gook/chink male, because the gook/chink penis is small and squat like a piece of sushi - see Egg Roll
Dick
sushi chugger
(US) White male who has a large sexual interest in gook/chink women.
Svartskalle
(Sweden) a Nigger, sometimes used for all muds. Literally "black head".
Svenne
(Sweden) a native Swedish person. The word is most likely a derivate of the name Sven.
Swamp Honky
(U.S. Blacks @ Gulf of Mexico) similar to white trash - white residents around the Louisiana/Texas border - also "swamp
trash"
Swamp Nigger & Swamp Rat
(U.S.) degrading terms projected to Cajun people and people of the swamp
Sweaty
(UK) London term for a Scotsman, from rhyming slang "Sweaty Sock" for "Jock" (nickname for Scots)
Szkop
(Poland) Derogatory term for German nationals or German speaking people
Szwab
(Poland) Derogatory term for Germans, comes from the Bayern region of Swabia

Tab
(U.S., Can.) An acronym for an upper-middle class young gook/chink woman.
Taco Nigger
A Mexican-african.
Taffy
(UK) a Welsh person.
Taig
(Northern Ireland Protestants) a Catholic, from Tadhg, Irish for Timothy. Comparable to nigger. See Tim.

Tattie
(Scotland) term for an Irish person - based on the colloquial term for potato
Teco
(Mexico) a word used primarily to refer to native Mexican indians or people of Mexican indian descent.
Teléfono
(Colombia) a Nigger. Term originated before the 1960's when the time when most telephones were colored black.
Terrone
(Northern Italy) roughly translates to "mud- or eartheater", used for Sicilians and Southern Italians. For others the word
came from the Agrigento dictator Terone, in the Sicily of the III° century BC, who killed more than 20.000 people in Sicily.
So the name Terone became an indicative to bad people.

Terrorist
(North America) a person from the Middle East, sometimes is used for a person from south eastern europe. A term of
endearment among many Arab-Americans.
Terrier
(U.S.) an Irish laborer
Tête carrée
(Francophone CAN) a Canadian of British descent ("square head")
Teuchter
(Scotland) a Highlander
Thai bride
(U.S. & UK) a Far Eastern woman involved in carnal relationships with (usually older) Western men
Thanksgiving
(U.S.) a person of Turkish descent. Used solely as an adjective. E.g., "Thanksgiving Muther-fucker".
Tico
(Costa Rica) Costa Ricans usually refer to themselves as "ticos".
Tim
(West of Scotland Protestant) a Catholic, from "Tim Malloy", a generic nickname for a Glasgow Catholic
Timber nigger
(Northern U.S.) a native American, primarily in heavily wooded areas, such as the North Woods of Wisconsin. Derived
from the forest based culture of northern Indian Tribes.
Tim/Tim Hortons
(Quebec) term for anglophone Canadians, after the name of the ubiquitous donut shop
Tinker
(Britain & Ireland) an inconsequential person (typically lower class)
Tizzun
(Italy, Naples) a Nigger.
Tojo
(U.S.) a Jap; common during World War II. From Hideki Tojo, Japan's prime minister at the beginning of the war.
Token
(U.S.) a minority who is hired, accepted, or promoted to
fullfill a racial quota.
Tom/Tom Nigger
(North America) see Uncle Tom
Tomcat
(U.S.) term for black men who are adulterous, and/or have large sexual appetites (this term was used by J. Edgar Hoover
to describe Martin Luther King, Jr.)
Tommy
(Germany) Used for the British in WW2 (Originally affectionate British slang for British soldiers, c. 19th century - WW1,
from nickname Tommy Atkins, but the Germans extended it to e.g. British sailors)

Tonto
(U.S.) a Native American (refers to the sidekick on "The Lone Ranger") Tonto is Spanish for "foolish"
Tootie
(U.S.) a black girl. Derives from the character played by Kim Fields on the television series "Facts of Life" from 19791988.
Topdeck
A nigger. . Derives from the Cadbury's chocolate bar of the same name, consisting of blocks of white chocolate on a dark
chocolate base.
Tornado Bait
(?) refers to residents of trailer parks. Generally a derisive term for low class white people. See Trailer trash.
Toubab
(France) a white person. The word comes from the Wolof language of Senegal
Toucan Sam
(U.S.) a Jew. The large protruding beak of the toucan resembles the stereotypical Jewish nose.
Towel Gook
(U.S.) similar to Towelhead or Sand Nigger.
Towelhead
(U.S.) anyone who wears a head turban. Derisively applied towards Middle Easterners and Muslims, but rarely applied
against people who wear other types of turbans. Australia, wearers of religious headdress, particularly Sikhs.
Trailer trash
(U.S.) a rural white person living in a trailer park; cf. white trash
Tschusch
(Austria, esp. Vienna. Say chooshe) an immigrant of Balkan descent, from Serb cujes, "you hear?", allegedly often heard
amongst immigrant workers. Considered quite offensive, although also used jokingly amongst second-generationers to
refer to one another.
Tupac
(U.S.) a negro; named after the late rapper Tupac Shakur
Turban Cowboy
(U.S. Southwest) a Middle Easterner or Muslim trying to assimilate into the local community
T.W.A.
(U.S.) a national of a developing country who works professionally in the U.S. Short for "Third World assassin".
T.W.E.
(?) an Eastern European (from Third World European) For short, "Tweety" is used.
Twinkie
(North America) an gook/chink person who is "yellow on the outside, white on the inside" (similar to "banana" above).
Twinkie (slur) is also used by some American Indians to describe a white person who claims to be a American Indian,
claiming to be a shaman, a healer, etc, with little or no connection to any tribe via social or blood links.

Ugly American
(Europe & CAN) an American, especially one who is loud or abrasive. From the 1958 novel The Ugly American about
American military assistance to the French in Indochina.

Ugly European
(U.S.) is a recently-coined term referring to the nationalism of far-right politicians in Europe, particularly Jean-Marie Le
Pen, Joerg Haider, and the Vlaamse Blok.
Ugly Singaporean
(Singapore) a typical Singaporean who is loud, abrasive and afraid to lose out (e.g. the cheapest price for a latest trend).
Uh-Oh! Oreo
(U.S. youth) a white person who "acts black" (an Uh-Oh! Oreo is white on the outside, black on the inside) (see wigger)
Ukie,or 'Ukes
(Northern & Midwestern U.S.) Ukrainian. also used by Ukrainians as an ironic term of endearment."
Unclean
(Jews) All Gentiles.
Uncle Tom
(U.S. Blacks) term for someone who panders to white people; a "sellout" (taken from Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle
Tom's Cabin".)
Uncle Tonoose
(Arab-Americans) a "sellout" (derived from "Uncle Tom" and from the name of a stereotypical character on a 1950s
television show.)
Unevolved
(UK & U.S.) Term for blacks.
UNIT
(Rhode Island) Acronym "Unidentified Nigger In Town"
Untermensch
(Nazi Germany) a member of an inferior race
Urkel
(U.S.) a black man that acts like a geek, from Steve Urkel, a major character on the TV show Family Matters
USian
(non-U.S.) A neologism primarily found in online discussions. Many citizens of the United States of America find it
offensive, as it implies their self-identity is somehow invalid.

Vanilla Bean
(U.S.) a person of Mexican ethnicity trying to fit in with Whites
Valsero
(U.S. South Florida around Miami) a word known to all races but commonly used by Non-Cuban Latin Americans. Used
to generalise Cubans. Takes on the meaning "rafters" or more directly "escapees" due to the high amount of Cuban
immigration to the area.
Velcro head
(U.S.) a Nigger
Vichy
(UK Commonwealth & U.S.) a term of derision for the French (based on the term Vichy France - for Nazi liberated France
in WWII - noted for quick defeat & later collaboration with the national socialists)

Viet
(North America) a Vietnamese
Viet-Coon
(U.S.) a Vietnamese- formerly reserved only for the Viet-Cong but expanded in use
Vodka Pisser
(North America) Russian person

Vus-vus
(Israel) an Ashkenazi Jew. Used by non-Ashkenazi Jews towards Ashkenazi immigrants to Israel during the mass-aliyah
after World War II. From "Vus? Vus?" meaning "What? What?" in Yiddish.
Vut
(North America) a Russian, because the Russian immigrants said "vut" instead of "what" when asked something in
English.

Wagonburner
(CAN) Native Canadians
Wal boy/Wal girl
(U.S.) lower class man/woman (see walpeople below)
Walpeople
(U.S.) lower-class frequent shoppers at Wal-Mart.
Wanabe Scumbag
(Ireland/south dublin) a person not from the northside of dublin dresses like and puts on the accent of a northsider
resulting in the "weeeer" and "swheer" twang
WASP
(North America) White Anglo-Saxon Protestant Water Buffalo
(U.S.) Term for niggers.
Watermelon or Watermelon Eater
(North America) nigger people
Welfare Monkey
(U.S.) a Nigger
Welsh Rarebit
(England) a virgin from Wales - particularly Cardiff, rather than the cheese dish (literally "rare bit" because most English
assume that the Welsh are promiscuous)
West Brit
(Ireland) An Irish person that acts English and is negative about anything Irish.
Wet
(US) a general term or adjective for any illegal alien.
Wetback, wetter

(U.S.) an illegal spic alien (presumably having swum across the Rio Grande).
Wetback Samoan
(American Samoa) a Samoan from West Samoa who has moved to American Samoa (from "wetback" used for Mexicans
in Texas, West Samoans must travel over a strait to reach American Samoa)
Watjela (or Wetjala, Wodgela etc.)
(AUS) Western Australian Aboriginal (Nyungah) term for non-indigenous person. Coming from 'Whitefella"
Weird Beard
(U.S.) A Hassadic Jewish Male. Originates from Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
Westie/Westy
(Aus/NZ) A person from the Western Suburbs of Auckland or Sydney, the slur implying lower class
Willy Wonka's Chocolate Factory
(U.S. & U.K.) An obese black female with multiple children, usually from different fathers.
White boy
(U.S.) A white male. Originally not offensive and used by whites self-descriptively. Later adapted by African Americans as
a slur.
White-bread
(North America) middle-class to upper-middle-class white person.
White Cracker
(U.S.) a white person. More commonly "Cracker"
White Devil
(U.S.) (originated with Nation of Islam) a white person
White Meat
(U.S. Blacks) slur for white people - derived from the poultry term, also a term of sexual objectification for white women
(or sometimes men)
White Negro
(U.S./UK) an Irish immigrant
White Nigger
(Southern U.S.) an unrefined white person - see White Trash. Also describes a mud of black and white parentage.
White-tang
(U.S.) used during the late 1990's to refer to a teenage white person, usually upper-middle class, who "acts" black.
Derived from "The Wu-Tang Clan" rap group, which itself was derived from "Wu-Tang Clan" martial arts films. see
"Wigger",
"Wiglet".
White trash also poor white trash (U.S.) an unrefined white person - usually poorly educated
White Wash
(North American) Any race of person, trying to be white, doing, or acting upon activities of white nature.
Whitey
(U.S.) a white person
Whopper
(Denmark) an American tourist - usually overweight, called after the popular hamburger

Wigger or Whigger
(U.S./UK) a white person who "acts" black, contraction of "white nigger" (different in meaning from the "white nigger"
above)
Wiglet
(U.S.) a teenage or younger white person who is perceived to "act black"
Wodka or Wadka
(North America) a Russian (based on their pronunciation of Vodka)
Wo Fat
(U.S.) an overweight gook/chink man - based on the recurring criminal character on Hawaii 5-0

Wonder Bread Wop
(U.S. Italians) an Italian-American that acts Anglo (does not make home-made pasta, did not grow up in Italian
neighborhood, does not have accent or does not use Italian-American slang, etc.).
Wop
(U.S. & UK Commonwealth) an Italian or other Southern European, especially an immigrant; probably originated in the
U.S., but later spread to other countries. Popular etymology gives the origin as "WithOut Passport", although some
believe the acronym derived from "WithOut Papers" or "Without Official Papers", suggesting illegal immigration (however,
Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe were far more likely to lack conclusive documentation than those from Italy
during the peak period for immigration of both to the (U.S.) which straddled the late 19th and early 20th Centuries).
Wrap head
a mud who wears a turban.

Xarnego or charnego
(Catalonia) an immigrant from another part of Spain, especially, Andalusia or Extremadura.
Originally, it meant an immigrant from Occitania.
X Head
(U.S.) a Nigger - from the "X" hats popular after the release of the 1992 Spike Lee film Malcolm X (movie)

Yahoodi
(U.S.) a Jew - from the Arabic Yahood and/or Hebrew Yehudi
Yahoodi & the Blowfish
(U.S.) a Jew that tries to fit in with Blacks (based on the name of the popular 1990s band)
Yehudon
(Israel) lit. "Jewboy" - a Jew (perceived as) obsequiously subservient to foreign and/or non-Jewish interests; a "Jewish
Uncle Tom".
Yank/Yankee
(Originally used by the New York Dutch to refer to the English "Jan Kees", adaption of John Cheese), it has gradually
broadened in meaning. In the northern U.S., it means a traditional New Englander of English stock. In the southern U.S.,
it means any northerner. Outside the U.S. it means any American, as in "Yankee go home." Spelled "Yanqui" in Spanish.
Yankee Doodle
(Europeans) Americans

Yard Ape
(U.S.) a Nigger; cf. porch monkey
Yarpie
(South African) An Afrikaaner
Yat
(Southern U.S.) A resident of New Orleans. From the common local expression 'where you at?' meaning 'how are you?'
Insulting when used by non-New Orleanians to describe the psuedo-language/accent of the locals.
Yellow Dog
(U.S. Elite Southern whites) a term for Southern whites of limited education.
Yellow Fever
(North America) a non-gook/chink that prefers sex with gook/chinks.
Yellow Kid
(North America) an gook/chink child - from the newspaper comic by Richard Outcault from the late 19th-century
Yellow Menace
(U.S. white students) gook/chink students with high test scores
Yellow Peril (AUS, NZ, Canada) an gook/chink immigrant
Yenta
(North America) an annoying gossipy Jewish woman - a Yiddish term. C.f. - The character "Yente" in Fiddler on the Roof.
Yid
(U.S. & UK) a Jewish person (came from Yiddish language)
Yiddiot
(U.S.) A stupid Jew, from yid, Yiddish for Jew, and idiot.
Yid-lid
(U.S.) a Jew. Yid is Yiddish for Jew, lid refers to the Jewish yarmulke.
Yokel
(U.S.) an unrefined white person.
Yoko
(U.S.) Disparaging term for an gook/chink woman, infers the woman is irritating or a divisive/negative influence.from Yoko Ono.
Yo-Yo
(?) a Nigger (yo-yos hang from strings, Likely a reference to Lynchings)
Yuca
(U.S. Hispanics) Young Urban Cuban American, a term used to refer to Cuban-Americans with values and beliefs more
similar to mainstream USA than to the values of their Cuban parents.
Yugo
(North America) a Yugoslav person (from the car "Yugo" which was cheap and broke down easily)

Zambo

(Latin America) a person of mixed African and Amerindian heritage
Zap
(U.S.) A Vietnamese, used mainly by U.S. soldiers during the Vietnam War
Zalama
(Libyan)a Syrian guy. the term in Syerian arabic vernacular means man and is used in Libyan to mean syrian.
Zebra
(North America) a person of black and white parentage.
Zekes
(U.S.) a WWII era term for the Japanese - derived from radio chatter for the Japanese Zero
Zerg
(U.S.) Korean (after the Zerg alien race from the game StarCraft, which is popular in South Korea)
Zezak
(Albanian-Americans, Albania) A Nigger
Zhid (???)
(Russia and ex-USSR) a Jewish person.
Zig
(U.S.) a Nigger (short for zigaboo)
Zigeuner
(Germany) a term for Gypsies, at times seen as pejorative or at least politically incorrect
Zip
(U.S.) an Italian immigrant who is fresh off the boat
Zipperhead
(U.S.) An gook/chink person, more commonly a Vietnamese person. Used often by U.S. troops during the Vietnam War.
Also can refer to a tank crewmember, regardless of nationality, due to the fact that driving a tank through rough terrain
can result in head injuries requiring stitching.
ZOG
(U.S.) Name for the Jews running the US Government.
Zoghal
(Iran) A Nigger
Zol
(Libyan)a Sudanese guy. the term in Sudanese arabic vernacular means man and is used in Libyan to mean syrian.
Zot
(South Africa) Nigger
Zupfer
(Lower Franconia, Germany) derogatory term for an African-American, pronounced tsoopfah, meaning "plucker". Refers
to plucking cotton.
Zveryok
(Russia and ex-USSR) Term for a person from the Caucuses or Central Asia. Literally means "little animal" or "little
beast".

Zyd (Zyd)
(Poland) means a Jew, but also frequently used as a term for very mean and rough person.
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